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We give necessary and sufficient condition for solvability of convolution equa-
tions in the space K X of generalized distributions with restricted exponentialM , w
growth. Moreover, we study the topology of the space of convolution operators of
K X . Q 1999 Academic PressM , w
The question of finding necessary and sufficient conditions on the
convolution operator S in order that the convolution equation
S)u s ¤ 0.1Ž .
has a solution u for a given distribution ¤ , where u, ¤ are in various spaces
of distributions, was considered by several authors. In particular, S. Abdul-
Ãw xlah 1 established necessary and sufficient conditions on S, the Fourier
XŽ X X . Ž .transform of S g O K ; K , in order for equation 0.1 to have ac M M
solution u in K X for every ¤ in K X , where K X is the space of distribu-M M M
tions which grow no faster than e M Žk x ., for some k G 0. J. Ibbotson and Z.
w xZielezny 4 established necessary and sufficient conditions for solvability
Ž . Xof equation 0.1 in the space K of generalized distributions withM , w
w xrestricted exponential growth. This was a generalization of the work in 1 .
In this paper we give an additional condition equivalent to those given in
w x X4 for solvability in K . Moreover, we study the topology of the spaceM , w
XŽ X X . XO K ; K of convolution operators on K .c M , w M , w M , w
* This work was done while the author was on leave from Jordan University of Science and
Technology. Current Address: Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, P. O. Box
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1. PRELIMINARIES
w xWe use the notations and basic definitions of Bjork 2 . The functionsÈ
X w xM, N, w, and the spaces K and K are as in Sections 1 and 2 of 4 .M , w M , w
Ž . Ž < <. nMore precisely, the function w is defined by w j s g j , j g R , where
w .g is a continuous, increasing function on 0, ‘ such that:
Ž . Ž .i g is concave and g 0 s 0;
Ž . ‘Ž Ž . 2 .ii H g t rt dt - ‘;1
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii g t G a q b log 1 q t , t ) 0, for some real number a and
b ) 0.
w x XFollowing 4 we define the growth function M and the spaces K , KM , w M , w
w .as follows. Let m be a continuous, increasing function on 0, ‘ such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . s Ž .m 0 s 0 and lim m t s ‘. We define F s s H m t dt; s G 0.t “‘ 0
Ž .The function F is continuous, increasing, convex, F 0 s 0 and
Ž .lim F s rs s ‘.s“‘
Two functions F and G defined by means of m and n , respectively, are
Ž Ž ..said to be dual in the sense of Young if and only if m n t s t and
Ž Ž .. Ž . py1 Ž . qy1 Ž . Ž .n m s s s. For example if m x s x , n x s x ; 1rp q 1rq s
Ž . Ž p . Ž . Ž q .1, then F s s s rp and G t s t rq are dual in the sense of Young.
Throughout this work F and G will be functions defined as above, which
are dual in the sense of Young.
n Ž . Ž < <. Ž .For x, y g R , we define the functions M x s F x and N y s
Ž < <.G y . Then M and N have the following properties.
M x q M y F M x q y ; 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
M x q y F M 2 x q M 2 y ; 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
kM x F M kx ; k G 1, 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < < <x y F M x q N y Young's inequality , 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < < < y1x y y M ax F N a y , 1.5Ž . Ž .Ž .
where x, y g R n and a ) 0.
X XŽ X X .2. THE SPACES K , K AND O K ; KM , w M , w c M , w M , w
X XŽ X X .We recall the definitions of the spaces K , K and O K ; KM , w M , w c M , w M , w
w xas appeared in 4 . Let M, N and w be as in Section 1. We denote by KM , w
the space of all C‘-functions w such that for every « ) 0 and for every
l ) 0,
lv Ž j .yNŽ«h .5 5v w s w s sup w z e - ‘,Ž . Ž .Ãl, «l , «
nzsjqihgC
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where w is the Fourier transform of w. We provide K with the topologyÃ M , w
generated by the seminorms v , l ) 0, « ) 0. It follows that K is al, « M , w
ŽFrechet space. It turns out that the space D of Bjork test functions seeÈw
w x. X2 is dense in K . The strong dual K of K is the space ofM , w M , w M , w
generalized distributions which grow no faster than e M Ža x . for some a ) 0.
Each u in K X is determined by its values on D . The strong dualM , w w
topology of K X is that of uniform convergence on bounded subsets ofM , w
K . The polars of the bounded subsets of K form a neighborhoodM , w M , w
base for the topology of K X .M , w
XŽ X X .Finally we recall the definition of the space O K ; K of convolu-c M , w M , w
tion operators on K X . Let H be the vector space of all entireM , w M , w
functions h such that, for some l ) 0 and every « ) 0,
yl wŽ j .yNŽ«h .sup h z e - ‘.Ž .
nzsjqihgC
For each h g H , the linear form u on K defined byM , w M , w
yn² :u , w s 2p Hh j w yj dj 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã
X XŽ X X .is continuous and therefore in K . The space O K ; K of convo-M , w c M , w M , w
lution operators on K X is the vector space of all u g K X which couldM , w M , w
Ž .be represented as in 2.1 for some h g H . We collect some of theM , w
w x XŽ X X .results of Ibotson and Zielezny 4 , which are related to O K ; K inc M , w M , w
the following theorem.
XŽ X X .THEOREM A. Let S, T be distributions in O K ; K , thenc M , w M , w
Ž . Ž .1 The linear map L from K into itself such that L w s S)wS M , w S
is continuous.
Ž . X X2 For any u g K , S)u g K .M , w M , w
Ž . XŽ X X .3 S)T is in O K ; K .c M , w M , w
In relation with the above result we have the following.
XŽ X X . XTHEOREM 1. Let S g O K ; K , the linear map L from Kc M , w M , w S M , w
Ž .into itself such that L T s S)T is continuous.S
Proof. Let W s BT , the polar of a bounded subset B of K , be aM , w
X  X <² : <member of 0-neighborhood base of K . W s u g K : u, w - 1 forM , w M , w
4 y1Ž .all w g B . It suffices to show that L W is a member of 0-neighbor-S
hood base of K X . Since L is continuous from K into itself, it followsM , w S M , w
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Ž .that L B s S) B is bounded in K . Thus one hasS M , w
Xy1 ² :L W s T g K : S)T , w - 1 for all w g B , 4Ž .S M , w
X ² :s T g K : T , S)w - 1 for all g B 4M , w
Ts S) B ,Ž .
Xis a member of 0-neighborhood base of K .M , w
It follows from the above results that we can provide the space
XŽ X X .O K ; K with two topologies. The first topology, which is inducedc M , w M , w
Ž .by L K ; K , is t of uniform convergence on bounded subsets ofb M , w M , w b
Ž X X . XK . The second one, which is induced by L K ; K , is t ofM , w b M , w M , w b
uniform convergence on bounded subsets of K X . The next result pro-M , w
vides the relation between t and t X .b b
X XŽ X X .THEOREM 2. The topologies t and t of O K ; K are equal.b b c M , w M , w
Proof. Let W be a member of 0-neighborhood base in t . It followsb
that
W s W B , U s S g OX K X ; K X : S)w g U for all w in B ; 4Ž . Ž .c M , w M , w
where B is a bounded subset of K and U is a member of 0-neighbor-M , w
hood base of the topology of K . Since K is reflexive we can assumeM , w M , w
Ž X.T Xthat U s B the polar of a bounded subset of K . Thus one hasM , w
X X X X² :W s S g O K ; K : S)w , T - 1 for all w g B , T g B , 4Ž .c M , w M , w
X X X X² :s S g O K ; K : S)T , w - 1, for all w g B , T g B , 4Ž .c M , w M , w
TX Xs W B , B ,Ž .Ž .
which is a member of 0-neighborhood base of the topology t X .b
Conversely, let W X be a member of 0-neighborhood base in the topology
t X . Without loss of generality we can assume thatb
W X s W X BX , V X s S g OX K X ; K X : S)T g V X for all T g BX ; 4Ž . Ž .c M , w M , w
where BX is a bounded subset of K X and V X is a neighborhood of 0 inM , w
K X . We can assume that V X s BT the polar of a bounded subset B ofM , w
K . Hence one hasM , w
X X X X X² :W s S g O K ; K : S)T , w - 1 for all w g B , T g B , 4Ž .c M , w M , w
X X X XÏ² :s S g O K ; K : T , S)w - 1 for all w g B , T g B ,Ž . 4c M , w M , w
TXs W B , B ,Ž .Ž .
which is a member of 0-neighborhood base in the topology t . Thisb
completes the proof of the theorem.
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3. SOLVABILITY OF CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS IN K XM , w
In this section we study the question of solvability of the convolution
XŽ X X . Xequation S)u s ¤ , where S g O K ; K and u, ¤ are in K .c M , w M , w M , w
w xIbotson and Zielezny 4 provided necessary and sufficient conditions on S
in order that the convolution equation S)u s ¤ to have a solution u, in
K X for every ¤ in K X . Their work generalizes the results of S.M , w M , w
w x Ž . Ž < <.Abdullah 1 which was done for the special case w j s log 1 q j .
w xIbotson and Zielezny 4 have established the following.
XŽ X X .THEOREM B. For a generalized distribution S g O K ; K the fol-c M , w M , w
lowing conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . na There exist positi¤e constants A, B and C such that for e¤ery j g R
yB wŽ j .Ãsup S z ) Ce ; 3.1Ž . Ž .
n y1< < Ž Ž < <..zgC , jyz FAG w 2q j
where Gy1 is the in¤erse of the function G as in Section 2.
Ž . X Xb S) K s K .M , w M , w
Ž .We establish a condition which is equivalent to the conditions a and
Ž . Ž . Ž < <. Ž . Ž p .b above. If w j s log 1 q j and M x s x rp , our result coin-
w xcides with that of Pahk and Sohn 5 . Our main result is the following
XŽ X X .THEOREM 3. For a generalized distribution S g O K ; K the con-c M , w M , w
Ž . Ž .ditions a and b of Theorem B are equi¤alent to the condition
Ž . XŽ X X .c If u g O K ; K and S)u g K then u g K .c M , w M , w M , w M , w
Ž . Ž .Proof. The implication a “ b was established by Ibotson and
w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Zielezny 4 . We prove the implications b “ c and c “ a .
X X X ÏŽ . Ž . Ž .The implication b “ c . Let S g O K ; K then T s S is inc M , w M , w
XŽ X X . w x UO K ; K . From 4, end of Sec. 2 it follows that S : u “ S)u fromc M , w M , w
K X into itself is the transpose of the map TU : w “ T )w from K intoM , w M , w
itself. If S) K X s K X it follows that TU is an isomorphism from KM , w M , w M , w
Ž w x.onto T ) K see Corollary p. 92 of 3 . Hence the map T )w “ wM , w
which is the inverse of TU , is continuous. Assume that for a distribution
XŽ X X .u g O K ; K the distribution S)u s w is in K . Thenc M , w M , w M , w
n
T )u s y1 w , 3.2Ž . Ž .Ï Ï
Ž .and it suffices to show that u is in K . To establish this, let x be aM , w «
regularizing sequence in D, hence it converges to the Dirac measure d in
X X XŽ X X .« . Since the embedding « ¤ O K ; K is continuous, it follows thatc M , w M , w
Ž . XŽ X X . Ž .x converges to d in O K ; K . From 3.2 it follows that« c M , w M , w
n
T )u ) x s T ) u) x s y1 w ) x , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ï Ï Ï« « «
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Ž .where all the terms on the sides of the equality in 3.3 are in K . ByM , w
Ž . Ž .ntaking the limit as « approaches 0 it follows that T ) u) x “ y1 w inÏ Ï«
XŽ X X .K , and u) x “ u in O K ; K . Moreover, since the inverse of TÏ ÏM , w « c M , w M , w
Ž Ž ..is continuous, and the sequence T ) u) x converges in K , it followsÏ « M , w
Ž .that u) x converges in K . Since the limit is unique it follows that uÏ Ï« M , w
Ž .hence u is in K .M , w
Ž . Ž .The implication c “ a . Let F be the space of all continuous func-
Ž n.tions u g C R such that
M Žk x .sup e u x - ‘, for all k g N and S)u g K .Ž . M , w
nxgR
We provide F with the topology defined by the seminorms
M Žk x .5 5u s sup e u x q n S)u , k s 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .Ž . Ž .k k
nxgR
Then F becomes a Frechet space. Moreover, let G be the space of all
1Ž n.u g C R such that
a5 5u s sup D u x - ‘.Ž .
n< <a F1, xgR
With this norm G is a Banach space. From the definitions of F and
XŽ X X . XŽ X X .O K ; K it follows that F is contained in O K ; K . More-c M , w M , w c M , w M , w
Ž .over, c implies that F is a subset of G with continuous embedding.
Hence there exists a positive integer k and a constant C such that
M Žk x .5 5 5 5u F C u s C sup e u x q n S)u , for all u in F .Ž . Ž .k kž /
nxgR
Denote by K the Fourier transform of K . Since the FourierM , w M , w
Ž w x .transformation is a continuous map from K into K see 4 p. 367 itM , w M , w
follows that there exists a positive integer k such that
$
M Žk x . Ã5 5** w y C sup e w x F C v S) w s C v Sw ,Ž . Ž . ÃŽ . Ž .1 k 1 k
nxgR
Žw x . XŽ X X .for all w in K . We recall that 4 , p. 371 for every S g O K ; KM , w c M , w M , w
Ãits Fourier transform S is an entire function which satisfies the following
condition: for every « ) 0 there exists l ) 0 such that
yl wŽ j .yV Ž«h .Ãsup S § e - ‘,Ž .
n§sjqihgC
where V is the Young dual of M.
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Ž . Ž .Suppose that condition 3.1 is not satisfied. The inequality ** will give
the desired contradiction. From the assumptions it follows that there exists
 4 n < <a sequence j in R , j “ ‘ as j “ ‘, such thatj j
2yj wŽ j .jÃsup S § - e . 3.4Ž . Ž .
y1< < Ž Ž Ž ..§yj FjG w 2 qjj j
w y1Ž Ž < <..x w xFor each j, let k s G w 2 q j , where denotes the greatestj j
< <integer function. Since we will be interested in the case as j approachesj
infinity, we can assume that k ) 1. Let c be a nonnegative infinitelyj
differentiable function with support contained in the closed unit ball
nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .nB 0, 1 , c 0 s 1 and H c x dx s 1. Let c x s k c k x , then supp cŽ . R j j j j
y1; B 0, k . Define the functionsŽ .j
C x s ei² x , j nj : c )c ) ??? )c x ; j s 1, 2, 3, . . . ; 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j j
n Ž < < < < < <.where j s j , j , . . . , j and the convolution is being taken k times.j j j j j
Thus supp C is contained in the ball B 0, 1 . Hence C g F for all j, andŽ .j j
from the definition of the Fourier transform it follows that
$ $ k jnF § s C § y j . 3.6Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j
Ž .Now we work on the left hand side of ** for the functions F . We havej
a5 5F s sup D F x ;Ž .j j
n< <a F1, xgR
na i² x , j :js sup D e c )c ) ??? )c xŽ Ž .Ž .x j j j
n< <a F1, xgR
ni² x , j :j< <G sup i j e c ) ??? )cŽ .½ j j j
nxgR
ni² x , j : Ž1 , 0, . . . , 0.jqe D c ) ??? )c xŽ .Ž . 5j j
< <G j sup c )c ) ??? )c x ; 3.7Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j j
nxgR
where the convolution product has been taken k -times.j
On the other hand one has,
M Žk x . M Žk x .sup e F x s sup e c )c ) ??? )c x ;Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j j
n nxgR xgR
M Žk x .F sup e c )c ) ??? )c xŽ .Ž .j j j
< <x F1





nc 0 s c x dx s k c k x dx s c x dx s 1. 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H Hj j j j
n n nR R R
Hence,
$ $k j
1 s c 0 s c )c ) . . . )c 0 ;Ž . Ž .ž /j j j j
s c )c ) ??? )c x dxŽ .Ž .H j j j
nR
s c )c ) ??? )c x dxŽ .Ž .H j j j
Ž .B 0, 1
F sup c )c ) ??? )c x . 3.10Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j
nxgR
Ž . Ž .Using inequalities 3.8 and 3.10 to estimate the right hand side of
Ž . < <3.7 , and assuming that j is large, one getsj
C
M Žk x .5 5 < <F y sup e F x G j sup c ) ??? )c x 1 yŽ . Ž .Ž .j j j j j ž /< <n n j jxgR xgR
C
< <G j 1 y . 3.11Ž .j ž /< <j j
Ž .By taking the limit of both sides of 3.11 as j converges to infinity, it
follows that
M Žk x .5 5lim F y sup e F x s ‘. 3.12Ž . Ž .j j
nj“‘ xgR
Ž .Next we estimate the right hand side of ** . We have,
$ $
k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãv SF s sup S § F § e ;Ž . Ž .ž /k j j
n§sjqihgC
k$ j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ãs sup S § c § y j e ;Ž . Ž .j j
n§sjqihgC
k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãs sup S § c e ;Ž . ž /n k j§sjqihgC
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k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã ÃF sup S § c eŽ . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj FjG w 2q jj j
k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãq sup S § c e .Ž . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
3.13Ž .
Ž .We estimate each of the terms on the right hand side of 3.13 sepa-
rately. For the first term we apply the Paley]Wiener theorem to c as
element of D. There exist constants C and A such that1
y1
§ y j § y jj j A <hr k <jÃc F C 1 q e .1ž / ž /k kj j
ÃHence using the condition on S one has
k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãsup S § c eŽ . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj FjG w 2q jj j
yk j
§ y j jÃF C sup S § 1 qŽ .1 ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj FjG w 2q jj j
= e A <Žhr k j. < k j ek wŽ j .yV Žhr k . ;
yk j
§ y j2 jyj wŽ j .qA <h < k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .jF C sup e 1 q e ;1 ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj FjG w 2q jj j
yk j§2yj wŽ j .qA <h < k wŽ jqj .yV Žhr k .j jF C sup e 1 q e1 ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§ FjG w 2q j j
yk j§2 y1yj wŽ j .qA jG ŽwŽ2q < j <..j jF C sup e 1 q2 ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§ FjG w 2q j j
= ek wŽ j .qk w
j j.yV Žhr k . . 3.14Ž .
Ž . < < y1Since w j F j , and using the properties of G and G it follows that
y1 < < y1 < < < <w j F w jG w 2 q j F jG w 2 q j F jw 2 q j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž j j j
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Ž .Hence 3.14 gives
yk j
§ y j j A <Žhr k . < k k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .j jÃsup S § 1 q e eŽ . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj FjG w 2q jj j
F eyj 2wŽ j j.qA jwŽ2q < j j <.qk wŽ j j.qk jwŽ2q < j j <. ;
F eyj 2wŽ j j.qŽkq2Ž Aqk . j.wŽ j j. ;
F eyjŽ jyŽk r j.q2Ž Aqk ..wŽ j j. . 3.15Ž .
Ž .As j approaches infinity w j will approach infinity and the right handj
Ž . Ž .sides of 3.14 and 3.15 converge to 0.
Now we estimate the second term on the right hand side of inequality
ÃŽ .3.13 . By the Paley]Wiener theorem applied to S, for any « ) 0 there
exist positive constants m , C such that« «
k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãsup S § c eŽ . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
k j
§ y j jm wŽ j .qV Ž«h . k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .« ÃF C sup e c e .« ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
3.16Ž .
ŽBy the Paley]Wiener theorem applied to c as an element of K seeM , w
Ž . w x.estimate 2.1 of 4 , it follows that for any l ) 0 and any k ) 0 there1
exists a positive constant C such that,l, k1
k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãsup S § c eŽ . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
F C C sup eŽm«qk .wŽ j .qV Ž«h .yV Žhr k .« l , k1
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
= eyl k jwŽŽ jyj j.r k j.qk j V Žhr k1 k j. . 3.17Ž .
From the properties of V it follows that
h h
V «h q k V y VŽ . j ž /ž /k k k1 j
k h 1 hjF V «h q V h y V F V « q h y V .Ž . ž / ž /ž /ž /ž /k k k k k1 j 1
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Thus by choosing k large enough and « very small it follows that1
eV ŽŽ«qŽ1r k1..h .yV Žhr k . is bounded for all h. Thus on has
k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãsup S § c eŽ . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
F C sup eŽm«qk .wŽ j .eyl k jwŽŽ jyj j.r k j. ;« , l , k1
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
F C sup eŽm«qk .wŽ j .ylwŽ jyj j. ; 3.18Ž .« , l , k1
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
where in the last estimate we have used the properties of w to get
j y j j y jj j
w j y j s w k F k w ,Ž .j j jž / ž /ž /k kj j
hence
j y j jyk w F yw j y j .Ž .j jž /k j
We will consider three cases:
< < < <  < <Case 1. If j F j y j . Let A denote the set § s j q ih: § y j )j j
y1Ž Ž < <.. < < < < < < y1Ž Ž < <..4 c jG w 2 q j , j F j y j , j y j F jG w 2 q j , A s § s jj j j j
< < y1Ž Ž < <.. < < y1Ž Ž < <..4qih: § y j ) jG w 2 q j , j y j ) jG w 2 q j . Thenj j j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .w j F w j y j and the right hand side of 3.18 becomesj
k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãsup S § c eŽ . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
F C sup eyŽ lym«yk .wŽ jyj j. ;« , l , k1
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
F C sup eyŽ lym«yk .wŽ jyj j. q C sup eyŽ lym«yk .wŽ jyj j. ,« , l , k « , l , k1 1c §gAA
F C eyŽ lym«yk .wŽ jGy1ŽwŽ2q < j j <.. q C eyŽ lym«yk .wŽ j j r2. .« , l , k « , l , k1 1
3.19Ž .
As j approaches ‘ both terms on the right hand side of the above
inequality converge to zero.
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< < < < Ž . Ž . Ž .Case 2. If j y j G j . Then w j F w j y j q w j andj j j j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y lr4 w j y j F y lr4 w j q lr4 w j . Hence, if we choosej j
Ž . Ž .lr4 ) m q k, the right hand side of 3.18 becomes«
k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãsup S § c eŽ . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
F C sup eŽlr4.wŽ j .yŽl r4.wŽ jyj j.yŽ3 lr4.wŽ jyj j. ;« , l , k1
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
F C sup eŽlr4.wŽ j j.yŽ3 l r4.wŽ jyj j. ;« , l , k1
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
F C sup eyŽ lr2.wŽ j j. . 3.20Ž .« , l , k1
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
Ž .As j approaches ‘ the right hand side of 3.20 converges to zero.
1 1 1< < < < < < Ž . Ž . Ž .Case 3. If j - j - 2 j . Then yw j F yw j F y w j .j j j j2 2 2
Moreover, from the Paley]Wiener theorem applied to c as a function in
K , it follows that there exist positive constants a, h, such thatM , w
lwŽ j .yV Ž«h . yaÃ < <c § e - e for all § s j q ih ; j G h. 3.21Ž . Ž .
< <Without loss of generality we can assume that j G 2h. Thus the rightj
Ž .hand side of 3.18 becomes
k j
§ y j j k wŽ j .yV Žhr k .Ã Ãsup S § c eŽ . ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
k j
§ y j j Žm qk .wŽ j . ŽV Ž«h .yV Žhr k ..«ÃF C sup c e e ;« ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§yj )jG w 2q jj j
k j§
Žm qk .wŽ jqj . ŽV Ž«h .yV Žhr k ..« jÃF C sup c e e ;« ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§ )jG w 2q j j
k j§
Žm qk .wŽ j . V Ž«h .yV Žhr k .qŽm qk .wŽ j .« « jÃF C sup c e e ;« ž /ky1 j< < Ž Ž < <..§ )jG w 2q j j
F C sup eŽm«qk .wŽ j .ylk jwŽ j r k j.eya k j«
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§ )jG w 2q j j
= eŽm«qk .wŽ j j.qŽk j V Ž« Žhr k j..qV Ž«h .yV Žhr k .. ;
F C sup eŽm«qkyl.wŽ j .eya k j eŽm«qk .wŽ j j.qŽ2 V Ž«h .yV Žhr k .. ;«
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§ )jG w 2q j j
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F C sup eŽm«qkyl.wŽ j .eŽm«qk .wŽ j j.eya k j ;«
y1< < Ž Ž < <..§ )jG w 2q j j
1 Ž . Ž .m qkyl w j Žm qk .wŽ j . yak« j « j j2F C e e e ;«
F C eya k j . 3.22Ž .«
Ž . Ž .Where in the above estimates we have used 3.21 , property 1.1 of V, and
Ž . Ž Ž ..have chosen 0 - « - 1r10k , and l very large l ) 2 m q k , and C« «
is a constant which is not necessarily the same.
Ž .As j approaches infinity the right hand side of 3.22 converges to zero.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From 3.15 , 3.19 , 3.20 and 3.22 the right hand side of ** applied to
F converges to 0 as j approaches infinity, but the left hand side ap-j
Ž .proaches infinity by 3.12 . This contradiction completes the proof of the
theorem.
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